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Asymmetric Deep Hashing for Person Re-Identifications

Yali Zhao, Yali Li, and Shengjin Wang�

Abstract: The person re-identification (re-ID) community has witnessed an explosion in the scale of data that it

has to handle. On one hand, it is important for large-scale re-ID to provide constant or sublinear search time and

dramatically reduce the storage cost for data points from the viewpoint of efficiency. On the other hand, the semantic

affinity existing in the original space should be preserved because it greatly boosts the accuracy of re-ID. To this

end, we use the deep hashing method, which utilizes the pairwise similarity and classification label to learn deep

hash mapping functions, in order to provide discriminative representations. More importantly, considering the great

advantage of asymmetric hashing over the existing symmetric one, we finally propose an asymmetric deep hashing

(ADH) method for large-scale re-ID. Specifically, a two-stream asymmetric convolutional neural network is constructed

to learn the similarity between image pairs. Another asymmetric pairwise loss is formulated to capture the similarity

between the binary hashing codes and real-value representations derived from the deep hash mapping functions,

so as to constrain the binary hash codes in the Hamming space to preserve the semantic structure existing in the

original space. Then, the image labels are further explored to have a direct impact on the hash function learning

through a classification loss. Furthermore, an efficient alternating algorithm is elaborately designed to jointly optimize

the asymmetric deep hash functions and high-quality binary codes, by optimizing one parameter with the other

parameters fixed. Experiments on the four benchmarks, i.e., DukeMTMC-reID, Market-1501, Market-1501+500k,

and CUHK03 substantiate the competitive accuracy and superior efficiency of the proposed ADH over the compared

state-of-the-art methods for large-scale re-ID.
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1 Introduction

Person re-identification (re-ID) is usually treated as a
retrieval problem: given a query based on a single image
or a set of images, it aims to identify the matched identity
from a large collection of gallery images captured
from non-overlapping camera views by ranking these
candidates according to some similarity metrics. In
recent years, it has received increasing attention in
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practical intelligent vision systems.
Considering the explosive growing data for re-ID in

the real world, it is quite necessary to efficiently search
similar IDs in a given database for a query at the cost of
acceptable storage and computational resource. Existing
methods mainly focus on the effectiveness of re-ID,
but the problem of efficiency is seriously understudied,
despite its great importance. Hashing, a widely
used technique for large-scale approximate nearest
neighbor search, well meets the above requirements.
It compresses high-dimensional data points into a
Hamming space by generating compact codes and can
simultaneously preserve the similarity and structural
information of the original data, resulting in a balance
of efficient computation and acceptable accuracy.
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Despite the great advantage of deep supervised
hashing over the non-deep supervised one in many
applications, most existing deep supervised hashing
methods adopt a symmetric structure to learn one deep
hash function. As defined in Ref. [1], given a pair of
inputs x and x0, symmetric hashing means that the
similarity between them S.x; x0/ is estimated by the
Hamming distance between the outputs of the same
hash mapping function, i.e., between f .x/ and f .x0/,
for some f 2 f˙gk . The symmetric hashing is widely
used but is inferior to the asymmetric one in many
ways: it does not well explore the discriminative power
of hashing method and is not efficient enough for
training due to the difficulty of optimizing the discrete
constraint. Moreover, the training of such symmetric
hashing methods is typically time-consuming, making it
hard to effectively utilize the supervised information for
cases of large-scale databases.

Furthermore, as theoretically proven in Ref. [1],
when approximating the similarity using the Hamming
distance between binary hashes, shorter and more
accurate hashes can be employed using two distinct hash
mappings, i.e., by approximating the similarity between
x and x0 as the Hamming distance between f .x/ and
g.x0/ rather than between f .x/ and f .x0/. Here f and
g are two distinct hash functions to approximate the
similarity affinity by the Hamming distance between
two different binary hashing codes, which is called
asymmetric hashing. Such asymmetry can preserve

more semantic information thus resulting in a better
retrieval accuracy, which works the same way even if the
similarity metric is symmetric, e.g., even if it is based
on the Hamming distance or Euclidean distance between
asymmetric binary hashing codes.

In a word, compared with symmetric hashing,
asymmetric hashing can obtain superior accuracy
with shorter codes using two different hash mapping
functions. Given the above analysis, we propose a
concrete method called asymmetric deep ahshing (ADH)
for re-ID, which is a convolutional neural network
(CNN) based asymmetric hashing model for learning
high-quality hashing codes. The overall view of the
proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Specifically, a two-stream neural network is applied
to construct a novel asymmetric structure, which directly
learns two different hash mapping functions from pairs
of images and takes advantage of the discriminative
power of deep neural networks. The asymmetry of
deep hash codes is further enhanced by preserving a
better similarity between the binary codes of the training
samples and the real-value features derived from the
above hash mapping functions through an inner product.

We make use of the classification loss along with
the above pairwise label to preserve more semantic
information. In addition, the image labels have a direct
impact on the hash mapping functions in our method,
which is realized by constraining the learned binary
hashing codes to be ideal for classification.
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Fig. 1 Framework of the proposed ADH method. Two streams initialized with ImageNet pre-trained backbones are used for
discriminative feature extraction, which are colored in red. Different shades of the red color represent the first stream F and
second stream G, whose weights are asymmetrically different as a result of our alternating optimization strategy. The following
two layers in blue denote the hashing layers as defined in Eq. (1), which is used to preserve the semantic similarity through the
maximum a posteriori loss term, expressed in the dark blue-dotted frame. Furthermore, taking the binary hashing codes B into
consideration, the explicit asymmetric loss between the real-value feature and the binary codes is proposed, expressed in the
baby blue-dotted frame. Finally, a cross-entropy loss is introduced to exploit the point-wise semantic information, expressed in
the black dotted frame.
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The resulting problem is NP-hard, for which we
propose an efficient alternating algorithm by optimizing
over the binary hash codes and the hash functions in an
iterative way. The three main contributions of our work
are as follows:
� We propose a novel ADH method for large-scale

re-ID. The asymmetry is reflected in two aspects: a
two-stream deep neural network to asymmetrically learn
two different hash mapping functions and an asymmetry
term implemented with an inner product to reveal the
similarity between the binary hash codes and the real-
value representation derived from the hash functions. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to make
use of the ADH for large-scale re-ID .
� An alternative minimization algorithm is designed

to efficiently optimize the proposed formulation.
� Experiments show the effectiveness of the proposed

ADH and its superiority over many existing state-of-the-
art hashing methods on four large-scale re-ID datasets:
DukeMTMC-reID, Market-1501, Market-1501+500k,
and CUHK03. Combination and ablation studies are also
performed to provide more insights into the proposed
method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief
review of state-of-the-art hashing and re-ID methods is
given in Section 2. The proposed ADH model for large-
scale re-ID is presented in Section 3. Our experimental
results are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions
are drawn and further work is suggested in Section 5.

2 Related Work

This work focuses on a balance of the efficiency and
effectiveness of large-scale re-ID through the ADH
method. Thus, we mainly reviewed the typical works of
re-ID, hashing methods, and hashing-based re-ID.

Person re-ID. Extensive research has been performed
on re-ID, which mainly focuses on finding distinctive
feature representation and learning discriminant models.
A variety of distinctive visual features have been
proposed to capture the appearance of a person under
various conditions, e.g., color histogram[2], local
binary pattern (LBP)[3], and local maximal occurrence
(LOMO)[4]. Some typical metric learning techniques
have also been used to discover a discriminative distance
measure based on the learned feature, such as KISSME[5]

and LMNN[6]. Many works have integrated the above
components into an end-to-end framework. For instance,
Varior et al.[7] incorporated long short-term memory
modules into a Siamese network. Zhao et al.[8] proposed

a deeply-learned part-aligned representation for re-ID,
whereas Sun et al.[9] proposed a part-based convolutional
baseline with a specific part pooling method.

All of the above methods achieved competitive
performance, however, at the cost of large storage
memory and efficient computation, which limits their
application for large-scale re-ID in the real world.

Hashing methods. The hashing method has become
a popular approach, to directly map an image to a
binary code, resulting in a balance of effectiveness
and efficiency. DSPH[10] was first proposed to utilize
pairwise labels to train the end-to-end deep hashing
model whereas SSDH[11] utilizes the Softmax classifier
to train the hashing model. Deep semantic hashing
(DSH)[12] was proposed to speed up the training of
the network by adding a regular term instead of an
activation function to the loss function. Moreover, DSH
with generative adversarial network (GAN)[13] consists
of a semi-supervised GAN to produce synthetic images,
and a deep semantic hashing network with real-synthetic
triplets to learn hash functions.

Deep hashing for re-ID. Given the trend of large-
scale re-ID, several hashing based re-ID methods
have been recently proposed. For example, Zhu et
al.[14] proposed part-based deep hashing (PDH), which
employs batches of triplet samples as the input of the
deep hashing network. Wu et al.[15] proposed a structured
loss function, which is defined over positive pairs
and hard negatives to formulate a novel optimization
problem. Zhu et al.[16] formulated the cross-view
identity correlation and verification (X-ICE) hashing,
which jointly learns cross-view identity representation
binarization and discrimination in a unified manner.

3 Proposed Approach

In this section, we first present some notations used in
this study and illustrate the problem to be solved. Then,
we describe the proposed ADH for large-scale re-ID and
design the alternative algorithm to efficiently optimize
the proposed ADH.

3.1 Problem statement

The problem of large-scale re-ID aims to identify a set
of ng gallery (target) people QG D f QI gi g

ng

iD1 captured
frommg cameras fCamg

i g
mg

iD1
in deployment. The search

space contains np probe person images QP D f QIpi g
np

iD1

captured by mp cameras fCamp
i g
mp

iD1 without an overlap
against any of the ng gallery cameras, i.e., cross-view
re-ID matching.
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The training set contains nt training people T D
fI ti g

nt

iD1 captured from mt cameras fCamt
ig
mt

iD1.
The labels of the nt training samples are donated
as Y D Œy1; y2; : : : ; ynt

�, where yi 2 f0; 1g
c�1

corresponds to the training sample I ti and c is the
number of categories in the training set. Furthermore,
the pairwise label information can be derived as S D
fsij g; sij 2 f0; 1g, where sij D 1means that the samples
I ti and I tj are semantically similar and sij D 0 means
that they are semantically dissimilar.

For model formulation, we aim to learn hash mapping
functions Rd ! f�1; 1gK from the training set that
can be applied to convert a test image into short K-dim
hash codes followed by a fast search with the Hamming
distance.

3.2 ADH for person Re-ID

We use the uppercase letters T D ŒI t1F ; I
t
2F ; : : : ;

I tntF
� 2 Rnt�d1�d2�3 and T D ŒI t1G ; I

t
2G ; : : : ; I

t
ntG

� 2

Rnt�d1�d2�3 to denote the input images in the first
stream F and second stream G, respectively. d1 and d2
are the width and length of a training image, respectively.
Here we denote the samples in F and G with the same
symbol T , which means that the nt training samples
are alternatively used in the first and second networks.
The parameters of these two hash mapping functions
F and G are denoted as �F and �G , respectively. The
binary codes of the whole training set are denoted as
B D Œb1; b2; : : : ; bnt

�T, where the K-bit binary code
of the i-th sample is bi 2 f�1;C1gK�1. Overall, we
propose such an asymmetric model to learn two different
hash functions F and G and one consistent binary code
bi for each image at the training phase.

Given a training sample I ti , the binary representations
from the two streams are denoted as ui D F.I ti ; �F /2
f�1;C1gK�1, and viDG.I ti ; �G/2 f�1;C1g

K�1. The
overall binary representations of the whole training set
are accordingly denoted as U D Œu1; u2; : : : ; unt

�T 2

Rnt�K and V D Œv1; v2; : : : ; vnt
�T 2 Rnt�K .

The proposed ADH for large-scale re-ID is based on a
two-stream framework and consists of four components:
(1) a two-stream subnetwork to capture discriminative
real-value representations. Without loss of generality,
ResNet-50[17] is used as the backbone and features
derived from conv5 are extracted as the final real-
value representations; (2) an additional hashing layer
H to generate compact binary hash codes from the
above real-value data; (3) an asymmetric loss for
similarity-preserving learning between the real-value

representations and the binary hash codes; and (4) a
cross-entropy loss designed for semantic hashing codes.
The detailed configuration of our ADH model is shown
in Fig. 1.

The additional hashing layer H , which is designed
to transform the real-value data from conv5 into K-
dimension binary codes U and V , is implemented with
an additional fully-connected (FC) layer with K hidden
units. For a given pair of training samples I ti and I tj with
real-value feature vectors a5i 2 Rd and a5j 2 Rd from
streams F and G, the corresponding K-dimensional
binary hashing representations can be computed as
follows:

f Hi D sgn.a5iW
H
F C b

H
F / D sgn.fi /;

gHj D sgn.a5jW
H
G C b

H
G / D sgn.gj /

(1)

where sgn.x/ D 1 if x > 0 and �1 otherwise, and
sgn.�/ performs element-wise operations for a matrix
or a vector. W is the weight between conv5 and the
additional hashing layer.

Considering it is difficult to make a backpropagation
for the gradient with respect to sgn.�/ because their
gradients are zero anywhere, we adopted tanh.�/ to softly
approximate the sgn.�/ function, that is, ui D tanh.fi /
and vj D tanh.gj /. Given such a formulation, the
following loss functions were designed to derive well-
performed hashing codes.
3.2.1 Maximum a posteriori loss
We propose to preserve the pairwise similarity by
controlling the quantization error in a Bayesian
framework. Given the pairwise similarity S D fsij g
and the binary hashing codes of the training samples U
and V , the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation of
the hash codes can be represented as

p.U;V jS/ / p.S jU; V /p.U; V / DX
sij2S

p.sij jui ; vj /p.ui ; vj / (2)

where p.S jU; V / denotes the likelihood function and
p.U; V / is the prior distribution. For each pair of images
I ti and I tj , p.sij jui ; vj / is the conditional probability of
the similarity information sij given their binary hashing
codes ui and vj , which can be formulated as

p.sij jU; V / D

(
�.�ij /; sij D 1I

1 � �.�ij /; sij D 0
(3)

where �.�/ is the sigmoid function with the formulation
�.x/ D 1=.1 C e�x/. Here �ij can be defined as
�ij D 1=2hui ; vj i D 1=2uT

i vj , because it holds that
distH .ui ; vj / D 1=2.K � hui ; vj i/:
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The following negative log likelihood function can
be used as the loss function to make the Hamming
distance of two similar samples as small as possible
and simultaneously make that of the dissimilar ones as
large as possible.
lMAP D� logp.S jU; V / D �

X
sij2S

logp.sij jU; V / D

�

X
sij2S

.sij�ij � log.1C e�ij // (4)

Remarks. Accordingly, a novel ADH structure
is proposed. The two streams of CNN were trained
to asymmetrically learn two different hash mapping
functions as shown in the following optimization
algorithm.

3.2.2 Asymmetry loss
The lMAP loss realizes the asymmetry of hash codes to
some extent, reflected in the alternative optimization
algorithm of the two CNN streams. In this section, we
propose to further enhance the asymmetry to make full
use of its advantage. Specifically, we propose to preserve
the similarity between the real-value representations
produced by the hash mapping functions and the directly
learned binary hash codes B . To this end, another
asymmetric pairwise loss is formulated as follows:

lAsy D
X
sij

ktanh.f T
i /bj �Ksij k

2

2C

ktanh.gT
i /bj �Ksij k

2

2 DX
sij

kuT
i bj �Ksij k

2

2 C kv
T
i bj �Ksij k

2

2;

s.t. bj 2 f�1;C1gK�1 (5)

As can be seen, the similarity between the binary
hash codes bj and real-value representation fi (gi )
derived from the learned hash mapping functions
F (G) is measured by their inner product. Such a
formulation not only encourages tanh.fi / (tanh.gi /) and
bj to be consistent, but also preserves the similarity
between them through the supervised information sij .
Furthermore, considering the fact that the binary code of
the training sample I ti is derived from the learned hash
mapping functions F andG in the form of ui and vi , the
binary code of the training sample I tj is produced by the
directly learned hash code B , which is totally an explicit
definition of asymmetric hashing. Thus the proposed lAsy

loss enhances the asymmetry of the model and further
takes advantage of its great effectiveness and efficient
training as theoretically proven in Ref. [1].

Remarks. The asymmetry of deep hashing is

enhanced by revealing the similarity between the
real-value features and binary codes through an
additional asymmetric loss, which provides a much more
discriminative hashing code.

3.2.3 Cross-entropy loss
We formulated an additional classification layer to make
full use of the semantic labels in a point-wise way.
Most of the previous works[18, 19] made use of the
label information under a two-branch multitask learning
framework, i.e., a classification stream to measure the
classification error and another separate hashing stream
to learn the hash function, where the classification stream
is only employed to learn the image representations and
has no direct impact on the hash mapping functions.
Instead, we make full use of the label information by
directly constraining the learned binary hashing codes
to be ideal for the classification as follows:

Y DW T
FU; Y D W T

GV (6)

where WF D Œw1F ; w
2
F ; : : : ; w

K
F � and WG D Œw1G ;

w2G ; : : : ; w
K
G � are the classifier weights, implemented

with an additional FC layer following the hashing
layer. Then the cross-entropy classification loss can be
calculated with l2 loss as follows:

lCE D

ntX
iD1

.kyi �W
T
F uik

2

2 C kyi �W
T
Gvik

2

2/ (7)

Remarks. Such a lCE loss makes the learned binary
codes optimal for the learned linear classifier, resulting
in more semantic hashing codes.

3.3 Overall objective

Combining all the analysis results presented above, we
obtain the overall objective loss function as follows:
lallDlMAPC˛lAsyCˇlCED�

X
sij2S

Œ.sij�ij�log.1Ce�ij//C

˛.kuT
i bj �Ksij k

2

2 C kv
T
i bj �Ksij k

2

2/�C

ˇ
� ntX
iD1

.kyi �W
T
F uik

2

2 C kyi �W
T
Gvik

2

2/
�

(8)

where ˛ and ˇ are the non-negative parameters to make
a trade-off among the three losses.

3.4 Optimization

As shown in Eq. (8), the parameters to be optimized
consist of the weights F (G) from the backbones and
additional hashing layers, the weights of the linear
classifiers WF (WG), and the discrete binary codes B .
Generally, the proposed model Eq. (8) is a mixed-integer
programming problem, which is non-convex and non-
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smooth, thus resulting in an NP-hard problem due to
the binary constraint B . To address this problem, a
well-designed alternative optimization algorithm was
exploited, where each subproblem can be efficiently
solved, yielding satisfactory final solutions. That is, only
one variable was optimized with the others fixed for each
subproblem. Specifically, considering the asymmetry
of the proposed method, we sequentially updated the
parameters of the two streams and binary code matrix B
in an alternative manner.
3.4.1 Initialization
We made use of the ImageNet pre-trained model
to initialize the two backbones and the principled
initialization methods (e.g., k-means clustering) for WF
and WG as we empirically found that it performs better
than random initialization. Moreover, we initialized B
by randomly setting l.l < K/ entries in each column b
of B to 1.
3.4.2 (���F,WF)-step
For this step, we update the parameters .�F ; WF / of the
first stream with .�G ; WG/ of the second stream and the
binary code B fixed. Thus, the objective function Eq. (8)
can be simplified as

lall D �
X
sij2S

Œ.sij�ij � log.1C e�ij //C

˛.kuT
i bj �Ksij k

2
2/�C ˇ

� ntX
iD1

.kyi �W
T
F uik

2

2

�
(9)

Then we aim at updating .�F ; WF / with mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) backpropagation. For
simplicity, we donated the image label W T

F ui produced
by the linear classifier as Oyi . Thus, the gradient of the
objective function with respect to Oyi is

@lall

@ Oyi
D �2ˇ.yi �W

T
F ui / (10)

According to the chain rule, the gradient of the
parameters WF in the first linear classifier can be
given as
@lall

@WF
D

ntX
iD1

@lall

@ Oyi

@ Oyi

@WF
D �2ˇ

� ntX
iD1

.yi �W
T
F ui /ui

�
(11)

The gradient with respect to the real-value fi can be
derived as
@lall

@fi
D˛

ntX
jD1

�
2bj .b

T
j ui�Ksij/C

1

2
.�.�ij/vj�sijvj /

�
ˇ

.1 � u2i / � 2ˇ
� ntX
iD1

.yi �W
T
F ui /ui

�
(12)

where ˇ denotes the dot product. After deriving the

gradient
@lall

@fi
, the chain rule was used to obtain

@lall

@�F
,

and �F was updated using backpropagation. All in
all, the parameters .�F ; WF / of the first stream were
updated.

3.4.3 (���G,WG)-step
Similarly, we updated the parameters .�G ; WG/ of the
second stream through backpropagation with .�F ; WF /
of the first stream and binary codeB fixed. The objective
function Eq. (8) can be simplified as
lall D �

X
sij2S

Œ.sij�ij � log.1C e�ij //C

˛.kvT
i bj�Ksij k

2

2/�Cˇ
� ntX
iD1

.kyi�W
T
Gvik

2

2/
�

(13)

The gradient of the objective function with respect
to Oyi and further to WG can be derived respectively as
follows:
@lall

@ Oyi
D� 2ˇ.yi �W

T
Gvi /;

@lall

@WG
D

ntX
iD1

�
@lall

@ Oyi

@ Oyi

@WG

�
D�2ˇ

� ntX
iD1

.yi�W
T
Gvi /vi

�
(14)

Thus, the gradient with respect to the real-value gi
can be derived as
@lall

@gi
D˛

ntX
jD1

Œ2bj .b
T
j vi�Ksij/C

1

2
.�.�ij/uj�sijuj /�ˇ

.1 � v2i / � 2ˇ
� ntX
iD1

.yi �W
T
Gvi /vi

�
(15)

After deriving the gradient
@lall

@gi
, the chain rule

was used to obtain
@lall

@�G
, and �G is updated using

backpropagation. Up until now, the parameters .�G ; WG/
of the first stream are still being updated.

3.4.4 B-step
For this step, we update the binary code B with
.�F ; WF / of the first stream and .�G ; WG/ of the second
stream fixed. The objective function Eq. (8) can be
simplified as
lall D

X
sij2S

˛.kuT
i bj �Ksijk

2

2 C kv
T
i bj �Ksijk

2

2/ D

˛.kUBT
� KSk

2

2 C kUBT
� KSk

2

2/ D

� 2˛T r.B.K.U TS C V TS///C

kBUT
k
2

2 C kBVT
k
2

2 C const;
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s.t. bj 2 f�1;C1gK�1 (16)

where const is a constant value without any association
with B . In this study, we used the discrete cyclic
coordinate descend method to iteratively solveB column
by column as follows. For simplicity, we donated
�2˛.K.STU C STV // as Q, so Formula (16) can be
simplified as

lall DTrŒBQT�C kBUT
k
2

2 C kBVT
k
2

2 C const;

s.t. bj 2 f�1;C1gK�1 (17)

where Tr is the trace of a matrix.
Furthermore, we donated B�c as the c-th column and
OBc as the left columns of B . The same formulation

applied to U�c , OUc , V�c , and OVc . Thus, Formula (17) can
be formulated as
lallDTr.B�cŒ2.U T

�c
OUc C V

T
�c
OVc/ OB

T
c CQ

T
�c�/C const;

s.t. bj 2 f�1;C1gK�1 (18)

The optimal solution for B�c can be gained as
B�c D �sgn.2 OBc. OU T

c U�c C
OV T
c V�c/CQ�c/ (19)

After computing B�c , B can be updated by replacing
the c-th column with B�c and Eq. (19) will be repeated
until all columns are updated. This method is called the
discrete cyclic coordinate descend method.

The overall learning algorithm of the proposed ADH
is briefly summarized in Algorithm 1.

3.5 Testing

In the testing phase, the learned hash functions F and
G can be applied to generate binary codes for query
and gallery images in the testing stage. Specifically,
for a testing image Ii , its binary hashing codes from
the two streams are bF D sgn.F.Ii ; �F // and bG D
sgn.G.Ii ; �G// computed in Eq. (1), respectively.

We experimentally found that compared with a single
stream, i.e., the first or second stream, the averaged
outputs of the two stream networks can provide a more
robust and discriminative representation of an input, so
we generated the binary hashing code for Ii in the testing
stage as follows:

Algorithm 1 Learning algorithm for ADH
Input: Training images T D fI t

i
g

nt

iD1
, their corresponding

labels Y and similarity matrix S D fsij g; sij 2 f0; 1g, the
hashing code length K, and the hyper parameters ˛ and ˇ.

Output: The weights of the first stream .�F ; WF / and the
second stream .�G ; WG/, and the discrete binary codes B .
Initialization: Initialize �F and �G with pre-trained ResNet-
50,WF andWG with the principled initialization methods, and
B by randomly setting l .l < K/ entries in each column of B
to 1.
while not reach the maximum iteration
do
1. .�F ; WF /-step: Update .�F ; WF / with .�G ; WG/ and B
fixed according to Eq. (12)
2. .�G ; WG/-step: Update .�G ; WG/ with .�F ; WF / and B
fixed according to Eq. (15)
3. B-step: Update B with .�F ; WF / and .�G ; WG/ fixed
according to Eq. (19)
end while

bi D sgn
�
1

2
.F.Ii ; �F /CG.Ii ; �G//

�
(20)

4 Experiment

4.1 Datasets and evaluation protocol

Datasets. We evaluated the performance of proposed
method on four widely used largest re-ID datasets:
DukeMTMC-reID[20], Market-01[21], Market-1501+
500k[21], and CUHK03[22], some samples of whose are
shown in Fig. 2. These datasets were chosen due to their
large scales, for which effective retrieval methods are of
great advantage.
� The DukeMTMC-reID dataset is one of the most

challenging re-ID datasets up to now. It contains 1404
identities, 16 522 training images, 2228 queries, and
17 661 gallery images.
� Market-1501 is composed of 19 732 gallery images,

3368 query images, and 1501 identities automatically
detected from six cameras. The training set contains
12 936 images of 751 identities. The testing set has
19 732 images of 750 identities.
� The distractor set Market-1501+500k contains

(a) Market-1501 (b) Market-1501+500k (c) DukeMTMC-reID (d) CUHK03

Fig. 2 Example of person images, with two images in each column corresponding to the same person for every dataset.
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5 � 105 images which are treated as outliers besides
the 32 668 bounding boxes of 1501 identities.
� CUHK03 consists of 1467 identities from 6 camera

views deployed on a university campus. This dataset
was constructed by manual labeling and autodetection
(DPM). We report our results under a hard setting called
CUHK03-NP, resently proposed in Ref. [23], where
767 identities are used for training and 700 identities for
testing.

For simplicity and focus on the proposed algorithm
itself, all the following experiments were evaluated under
the single query setting and without the use of a re-
ranking[23] algorithm. Particularly, the multi-query and
re-ranking strategies can greatly boost the final mean
average precision (mAP).

Evaluation protocol. We adopted the widely used
cumulated matching characteristics (CMC) approach[24]

for the quantitative evaluation, a standard evaluation
metric in re-ID. The top-n matching rate indicates the
expectation of finding anyone of the correct matched
images and rank-1 is widely used, which is abbreviated
as R-1. As in Ref. [21], where re-ID was mainly treated
as a retrieval problem, the mAP was also used in our
experiments to evaluate the performance. It is calculated
as the mean score of the average precision (AP) of all
the query images. AP is calculated by the area under the
precision-recall curve.

4.2 Implementation details

Model training. The mini-batch SGD was adopted
with a momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0005.
Because the weights �F and �G are initialized with pre-
trained ImageNet model while the linear classifier WF
and WG were trained from scratch far away from the
final solution, we set the learning rates of WF and WG
to be ten times those of the lower layers.

We adopted the warmup learning rate policy[25], which
contains two stages, i.e., fine-to-coarse and coarse-to-
fine stages:

lr.t/ D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:
3 � 10�5 �

t

30
; t 6 30I

3 � 10�4; 30 6 t < 80I

3 � 10�5; 80 6 t < 120I

3 � 10�6; 120 6 t < 150:

Training strategy. In learning models that correspond
to different hashing code lengths, training each model
from scratch would be a severely computational waste
because the knowledge distilled by the preceding layers
can be shared by these models. Moreover, as the code
length grows, the model would contain more parameters

in the output layer and thus becomes prone to overfitting.
Given these considerations, we particularly designed the
training methodology as follows: first, train the model
with a few nodes in the output layer, and then fine-tune it
to derive the target model with the desired code length.

Mini-batch construction. As for the generation of
image pairs, we exploited all the unique pairs in each
mini-batch online so that we can make better use of
computational resources and storage space, making it
possible to scale up to large-scale datasets. For each
mini-batch, we randomly selected P different persons
without replacement, and for each person N images
were randomly chosen. Thus, there are a total of P �N
images in a mini-batch. An epoch means that all persons
are sampled. During training, the batch size was 128
with P D 32 and N D 4.

4.3 Performance evaluation

We conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the
effectiveness and efficacy of the proposed ADH against
several state-of-the-art hashing or non-hashing methods
on four widely-used large-scale benchmarks.
4.3.1 Comparison with the state-of-the-art hashing

methods
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ADH,
we made a wide comparison with existing hashing
methods: hashing methods designed for general purpose
and those particularly designed for re-ID.

The first category consists of the traditional hashing
methods and deep hashing methods, where the
traditional ones can be further divided into unsupervised
and supervised methods. Specifically, the unsupervised
traditional hashing methods include SH[26] and ITQ[27].
The compared supervised traditional hashing methods
include DPLM[28], SGH[29], and SDH[30], where the
features extracted by the backbone were used as the input
of the hashing methods. The compared deep learning
based hashing methods include DPSH[10], ADSH[31],
DAPH[32], and Greedy Hash[33]. The second category
consists of PDH[14], X-ICE[16], and DRCSH[34].

The results on the datasets are summarized in Table 1
and Fig. 3. The following is a detailed explanation of our
findings.
� Compared with unsupervised hashing methods,

conventional non-deep supervised hashing methods
generally achieve better performance owing to their
wealth of supervised information.
� The deep hashing methods can outperform the

nondeep ones, benefiting from the discriminative deep
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Table 1 Performance comparison with state-of-the-art hashing methods. The four partitionings are the unsupervised
traditional hashing methods, supervised traditional hashing methods, deep learning based hashing methods, and hashing
methods particularly designed for re-ID.

Method
Market-1501 Market-1501+500k DukeMTMC-reID CUHK03-NP(detected) CUHK03-NP(labeled)
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP

SH[26] 10.15 5.91 9.12 6.25 11.93 6.95 5.45 5.39 5.91 9.85
ITQ[27] 10.72 6.67 9.64 6.77 12.89 7.05 5.67 5.51 6.23 6.11
DPLM[28] 21.22 12.03 19.78 10.96 23.74 12.67 12.03 11.97 12.31 12.04
SGH[29] 19.92 11.51 17.15 9.12 21.46 11.48 11.56 11.23 11.91 11.34
SDH[30] 18.76 10.48 16.73 8.85 19.95 10.85 11.23 11.05 11.67 11.15
DPSH[10] 43.33 21.67 39.75 20.93 35.61 17.72 28.12 27.91 28.36 28.05
ADSH[31] 51.78 26.88 45.95 18.18 52.13 27.54 31.65 31.12 32.03 31.81
DAPH[32] 45.67 24.12 41.78 23.85 36.03 17.92 29.27 28.83 29.39 29.01
Greedy Hash[33] 49.56 26.98 45.73 26.22 40.56 23.76 34.67 34.12 34.78 34.34
PDH[14] 47.89 26.06 38.39 16.82 52.04 27.76 31.17 29.45 32.15 30.12
X-ICE[16] 19.27 10.95 17.97 10.94 20.92 12.85 15.21 15.11 15.72 15.35
DRCSH[34] 24.08 12.23 22.25 13.61 26.77 14.78 17.78 17.23 18.05 17.42
Ours 58.67 31.93 47.03 20.61 63.76 31.37 33.21 30.13 35.12 31.97

Fig. 3 CMC curves of the state-of-the-art hashing methods on Market-1501, Market-1501+500k, and DukeMTMC-reID
datasets.

binary codes and the interaction between the binary code
inference step and hash mapping function learning step
based on the learned codes in an end-to-end manner.
� In most cases, re-ID dedicated methods can

outperform those intended for general purposes. This
finding is reasonable because these task-dedicated
methods provide re-ID-specific domain knowledge and
insights. For example, in Ref. [16], the significant
appearance variation of a person was dealt with due to
view transformation, pose and lighting condition change,
and occlusion among others, specifically under the cross-
view search setting. Thus, considerable fine-grained
information derived from the re-ID problem can be
mined to boost the final performance.
� Our method can substantially outperform all the

compared methods. For instance, with respect to the
mAP, compared with the PDH, which is the second-best
method, the proposed ADH shows superior performance
gains of 5.87%, 3.79%, 3.61%, 0.7%, and 1.85% on the
compared datasets, respectively.

We mainly contribute these findings to our
wellformulated loss functions, especially the asymmetric
ones, either implicitly through the hash mapping
functions or explicitly through the constraint in the
feature space. Moreover, the unified framework,
which simultaneously learns the discriminative image
representation and hash coding, plays a vital role in
good performance.
� Compared with the asymmetric methods ADSH[31]

and DAPH[32], our proposed method exceeds the best
one by a much larger margin. The underlying reason
may be that by alternatively training two streams of
deep networks to construct distinct asymmetric hash
mapping functions, our method has higher learning
capability and thus can capture more information than
a symmetric hashing setting. Besides, the explicit
asymmetry constraint on the real-value data and
the binary hash code B can exploit more semantic
information in the feature space, further boosting its
advantage over the symmetric ones.
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4.3.2 Comparison with state-of-the-art re-ID
methods

We compared the proposed ADH with the state-of-
the-art re-ID methods, which are categorized into two
groups, i.e., the two-step method consisting of a feature
extraction step and a metric learning step, either based
on handcrafted features or deep features from ResNet-
50[17], and the one-stage methods, i.e., deep learning
methods.

We consider 13 typical methods. Specifically, for the
first category, the compared methods of the handcrafted
feature + metric learning category consists of BoW
+ KISSME[29] and LOMO + XQDA[4], and the deep
feature + metric learning category consists of deep
feature + WARCA[35] and deep feature + KLFDA[36].
For the second category, we made a comparison with
SVDNet[9], PCB+RPP[37], MultiScale[38], EdgeNet[39],
DropEasy[40], MuDeep (SL)[41], GLAD[42], A3M [43],
and P 2-net[44].

The re-ID performance of the four datasets is detailed
in Table 2, and the following conclusions can be drawn:
� ADH brings great improvement over the traditional

pipelines of handcrafted features followed by a metric
learning step. For example, ADH exceeds the LOMO
+ XQDA[4] by a large margin of 9.73% and 14.13%
in mAP and 14.25% and 33.01% in Rank-1 on the
Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, respectively, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed ADH
method for largescale re-ID, benefiting from the deep
features and the one-step end-to-end pipeline.
� Compared with the deep features extracted by

ResNet-50[17], followed by a metric learning step, the

proposed ADH is very competitive. For example, the
mAPs of the compared datasets for deep feature +
WARCA[35] are 9.81%, 6.63%, 2.62%, 14.3%, and
14.65% lower than our method, which verifies the
effectiveness of simultaneously learning the binary codes
and hash mapping functions.
� All of the compared models based on deep methods

nearly achieved a competitive performance over ours,
but at the expense of the high computation and storage
efficiency, which limits their application for large-scale
re-ID in the real world. The performance gap of our
method is partially attributed to information loss in
converting long real-value representations into short
binary hash codes. The advantage of ADH lies in the
critical computational and storage efficiency over all
these re-ID competitors, which enables fast re-ID in
large-scale galleries.

4.3.3 Ablation study
In this section, we performed an ablation study of each
component of the network in two aspects: (1) the effect
of different loss terms and (2) the effect of different
backbones.

Impact of different loss terms. We introduce four
stripped-down variants of the full ADH in Eq. (8) to
investigate the impact of different loss terms on the final
re-ID performance.
� ADH/B: This is a variant of ADH without the

binarization operation on the discriminative real-value
representation, as defined in Eq. (1), which may serve
as an upper bound of the overall performance.
� ADH/Asy: We set ˛ D 0, which implies a lack of

an explicit asymmetric loss term from Eq. (8). This step

Table 2 Performance comparison with state-of-the-art re-ID methods. DF: deep feature.

Method
Market-1501 Market-1501+500k DukeMTMC-reID CUHK03-NP(detected) CUHK03-NP(labeled)
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP

BoW + XQDA[29] 44.42 20.76 13.85 – 25.13 12.17 6.40 6.40 7.90 7.31
LOMO + XQDA[4] 43.8 22.2 – – 30.75 17.04 12.80 11.50 14.80 13.60
DF + WARCA[35] 45.2 22.12 27.67 13.98 50.21 28.75 23.45 15.83 25.67 17.23
DF + KLFDA[36] 51.4 24.4 33.67 15.79 55.69 30.34 24.57 16.73 25.61 17.12
SVDNet[9] 82.3 62.1 – – 76.7 56.8 41.50 37.30 – –
PCB+RPP[37] 93.8 81.6 72.59 70.22 83.3 69.2 63.70 57.50 – –
MultiScale[38] 88.9 73.1 70.36 65.87 79.2 60.6 43.0 40.5 40.7 37.0
EdgeNet[39] 80.20 – – – – – – – – –
DropEasy[40] 93.8 78.3 – – 58.9 78.6 40.0 46.4 55.9 50.4
MuDeep (SL)[41] 95.34 84.66 – – 88.19 75.63 71.93 67.21 75.64 70.54
GLAD[42] 89.9 73.9 – – 80.0 62.2 83.3 – 86.0 –
A3M [43] 86.54 68.97 – – – – – – – –
P 2-net[44] 95.2 85.6 – – 86.5 73.1 74.9 68.9 78.3 73.6
Ours 58.67 31.93 47.03 20.61 63.76 31.37 33.21 30.13 35.12 31.97
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allows evaluating the effectiveness of a combination of
implicit asymmetry of hash mapping functions as a result
of the MAP estimation term and point-wise semantics
of the hashing codes.
� ADH/CE-v1: We set ˇ D 0, which implies

removing the point-wise semantic constraint of the
hashing codes from the overall objective (Eq. (8)). This
step allows evaluating the effectiveness of the asymmetry
of the hashing codes, either implicitly with the help of
MAP loss term or explicitly through the asymmetric loss
term.
� ADH/CE-v2: For this variant of ADH, the cross-

entropy loss is applied to the real-value features derived
from the backbones, that is, the layer before the
additional hashing layer H .

The following conclusions can be drawn from the
results summarized in Table 3.
� ADH/B: Compared with ADH/B, ADH incurs

small mAP decreases of 2.32%, 2.55%, 2.69% 3.99%,
and 2.24% and a Rank-1 decreases of 4.45%, 6.51%,
4.61%, 3.45%, and 3.11% on the Market-1501, Market-
1501+500k DukeMTMC-reID, CUHK03-NP (detected),
and CUHK03-NP (labeled) datasets, respectively.

These findings are reasonable because binarizing high-
dimensional real-value image descriptors into compact
binary codes gives rise to a loss of information. The
compact binary hashing codes allow storing a large
number of codes in the RAM and efficiently computing
the similarity with the Hamming distance, which enables
a large-scale search. Hence, the trade-off of effectiveness
and efficiency should be a consideration for practical
applications.
� ADH/Asy: ADH/Asy results in impressive

decreases of the mAP and Rank-1 in terms of
absolute and relative degeneracy, which indicates
that the asymmetric codes consistently boost the
re-ID performance independently of the dataset. On
Market-1501, the mAP drops 1.15% absolutely and
3.6% relatively and the Rank-1 also suffers from a
drop of 3.33% absolutely and 5.7% relatively at 1024

bits without the asymmetry loss term, and ADH/Asy
leads to very large mAP decreases of 1.15%, 1.68%,
1.09%, 2.37%, and 1.00% on the Market-1501, Market-
1501+500k, DukeMTMC-reID, CUHK03-NP (detected),
and CUHK03-NP (labeled) datasets, respectively.

The above results validate that when considering
binary hashes to approximate similarity, much power can
be gained by considering asymmetric codes even if the
similarity measure is entirely symmetric, e.g., Hamming
distance.
� ADH/CE-v1: Without the help of the point-

wise cross-entropy loss, ADH/CE-v1 incurs huge
mAP decreases of 3.23%, 3.93%, 3.61%, 1.2%,
and 0.96% and Rank-1 decreases of 2.32%, 1.14%,
2.40%, 1.94%, and 2.14% on the Market-1501, Market-
1501+500k, DukeMTMC-reID, CUHK03-NP (detected),
and CUHK03-NP (labeled) datasets, respectively.

This result demonstrates that the classification loss
is helpful for learning the hash mapping functions
even just with simple linear classifiers to model the
relationship between the learned binary codes and the
label information, similar to our proposed method.
� ADH/CE-v2: For ADH/CE-v2, a slight

performance deterioration compared with ADH
also exists. Table 3 shows drops of 0.64%, 1.27%,
0.42%, 0.87%, and 0.28% in the mAP and 0.81%,
0.88%, 0.90%, 1.76%, and 1.85% in the Rank-1 on the
Market-1501, Market-1501+500k, DukeMTMC-reID,
CUHK03-NP (detected), and CUHK03-NP (labeled)
datasets, respectively.

Although the two-stream framework can preserve
the pairwise semantic information, the classification
information in ADH/CE-v2 is only used to learn image
representations, which is not fully exploited to have
a direct impact on the hash mapping functions. By
contrast, ADH is based on the assumption that the
learned binary codes derived from the hash mapping
functions should be optimal for the jointly learned linear
classifiers, making full use of the label information.

Effect of the neural network architecture. To

Table 3 Performance analysis (R-1(%), mAP(%)) of different loss terms on the Market-1501, Market-1501+500k, DukeMTMC-
reID, and CUHK03-NP datasets.

dim
Market-1501 Market-1501+500k DukeMTMC-reID CUHK03-NP(detected) CUHK03-NP(labeled)
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP

ADH/B 63.12 34.25 53.54 23.16 68.37 34.06 36.67 34.12 38.23 34.21
ADH Ours 58.67 31.93 47.03 20.61 63.76 31.37 33.21 30.13 35.12 31.97
ADH/Asy 55.34 30.78 44.66 18.93 60.57 30.28 30.23 27.76 31.75 30.97
ADH/CE-v1 56.35 31.02 45.89 19.23 61.36 30.45 31.27 28.93 32.98 31.01
ADH/CE-v2 57.86 31.29 46.15 19.34 62.86 30.95 31.45 29.26 33.27 31.69
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examine whether the proposed ADH works for other
networks with different depths, widths, or topologies,
and validate whether the generalization performance of it
depends on the selection of the backbone, we conducted
the following ablation experiments.

More recent architectures of the backbone network
are used to repeat the same ablation study, which
are divided into three categories in terms of model
size. To be more specific, the compared small models
are DenseNet[45], ShuffleNet-v1[46], ShuffleNet-v2[47],
MobileNet-v2[48], and GhostNet[49]; the middle-sized
models are the ResNeXt-50 + Elastic[50] and Big-
littleNet[51]; and the large model is NASNet-A[52]. Note
that we only experimented on the three largest datasets
except CUHK03 because many backbones overfit on it
due to its limited scale.

The re-ID performance of different backbones is
summarized in Table 4, from which the following
conclusions can be drawn.
� The re-Id performance varies from backbone to

backbone, but the proposed ADH method is applicable
to all compared backbones, indicating its robustness to
deep neural networks with different architectures. Hence,
a wide range of models can be adopted to increase the
learning capacity.
� Superior re-ID performances can be obtained when

using stronger backbones, which suggest that our
ADH can readily benefit from further advancement of
neural networks, a promising improvement of re-ID
performance.
� Although the abundance of ablation studies

provides a way to improve the re-ID performance in
terms of the backbones, they also raise the proper
tradeoff problem between the computational cost and
re-ID accuracy. As shown in Table 4, the heavier
backbones tend to have better performance but are also
prone to increase the number of model parameters and

floating point operations per second. Therefore, when
the computation budget is fixed or when the model is
easy to overfit as the training set is limited, it is of
great importance to acquire acceptable accuracy under
reasonable computational cost. Accordingly, the above
table can be used as a reference.
4.3.4 Further analysis
In this section, we give more insights on the model
design to motivate further study from the pointview
of hashing code length, sensitivity to hyperparameters,
impact of large search pools, and model testing
efficiency.

Sensitivity to hyperarameters. We evaluate the
performance impact of the loss balance weights ˛ and
ˇ in Eq. (8). Essentially, we tuned one parameter, with
another parameter fixed. Specifically, we tuned ˛ in
the range of Œ0; 10; 20; 30; 40; 50� by fixing ˇ D 10.
Similarly, we evaluated ˇ in the same range with ˛ D 5.

The mAP scores and Rank-1 on the three compared
datasets under the changes of different values of ˛
and ˇ are shown in Fig. 4. The hyperparameter ˛ is
not sensitive with a wide satisfactory range, similar
to ˇ. The proposed ADH can achieve satisfactory
performance on the Market-1501, Market-1501+500k,
and DukeMTMC-reID datasets 0 6 ˛ 6 50. Thus, our
model is insensitive to the hyperparameters and always
achieves a satisfactory performance when ˛ and ˇ are
in a wide range, which demonstrates the robustness and
effectiveness of the proposed method.

Larger search pool. In this study, we conducedt
experiments on a larger search pool to further
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method.
Specifically, we enlarged the search pool with 34 574
person images from an auxiliary dataset[53], which
acts as additional imposters and is independent of the
Market-1501, Market-1501+500k, and DukeMTMC-

Table 4 Performance analysis of different backbones.

Backbone Number of
parameters (�106)

Number of floating point
operations per second (�106)

Market-1501 Market-1501+500k DukeMTMC-reID
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP

DenseNet[45] 2.9 274 59.23 32.05 49.65 21.15 65.12 32.69
ShuffleNet-v1[46] 3.4 292 59.45 32.23 49.92 21.86 65.46 32.75
ShuffleNet-v2[47] 3.5 299 60.23 32.45 50.67 21.95 66.13 32.96
MobileNet-v2[48] 2.6 325 61.67 32.78 52.35 22.17 67.95 33.25
GhostNet[49] 5.2 141 63.42 35.11 52.99 24.43 68.97 35.17
ResNeXt-50 + Elastic[50] 25.2 4200 63.05 33.15 54.17 23.05 69.23 34.98
Big-littleNet[51] 26.2 2500 64.36 33.71 55.46 23.31 70.93 35.23
NASNet-A[52] 88.9 23 800 66.23 34.12 57.19 24.06 72.29 35.98
Ours 25.5 4090 58.67 31.93 47.03 20.61 63.76 31.37
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Fig. 4 mAP scores and Rank-1 with changes in parameters ˛̨̨ and ˇ̌̌ when the hashing code length was set to 1024 on three
datasets, i.e., Market-1501, Market-1501+500k, and DukeMTMC-reID.

reID datasets. Such a deployment is very consistent
with real-world scenario.

We only evaluated the competitive hashing methods
on this enlarged search pool given their fast search
capability and low memory cost compared to
conventional re-ID models. As shown in Table 5, all
the compared methods suffer lower CMC and mAP
performance due to the existence of imposters from the
large search pool, but the proposed ADH remained its
superior performance, which indicates the scalability
and superiority of the proposed model in large-scale

deployments.
Model testing efficiency. We made a comparison of

model testing efficiency with three types of methods,
i.e., type of handcrafted feature + metric learning, deep
learning based re-ID, and hashing methods. Typical
methods are selected: BoW + KISSME[29], IDE[54],
PDH[14], SSDH[11], SDH[30], and X-ICE[16].

We implemented these experiments based on the open-
source deep learning framework Pytorch as the platform
with two NVIDIA TITAN XP GPUs, and the comparison
results are summarized in Table 6. The testing time for

Table 5 Performance evaluation on large search pools with 34 574 imposters. The four partitionings are the unsupervised
traditional hashing methods, supervised traditional hashing methods, deep learning based hashing methods, and hashing
methods particularly designed for re-ID.

Method
Market-1501 Market-1501+500k DukeMTMC-reID CUHK03-NP(detected) CUHK03-NP(labeled)
R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP

SH[26] 8.13 4.21 7.05 5.34 9.83 5.25 3.25 4.11 3.81 8.11
ITQ[27] 8.23 4.35 7.26 5.43 10.11 5.31 3.37 4.23 3.95 8.23
DPLM[28] 19.11 11.23 17.25 9.54 21.23 11.34 10.11 10.01 10.12 11.02
SGH[29] 17.81 10.12 15.06 8.21 19.11 10.13 8.07 9.98 10.12 10.01
SDH[30] 16.36 9.23 14.56 7.21 17.67 9.11 10.15 9.01 9.81 9.72
DPSH[10] 40.12 20.11 36.54 19.15 32.45 16.51 26.25 25.11 26.11 25.92
ADSH[31] 48.67 25.12 42.16 17.05 49.17 26.12 28.23 28.11 29.16 28.75
DAPH[32] 42.23 23.02 38.65 22.72 33.05 16.51 26.07 24.93 26.61 25.13
Greedy Hash[33] 46.23 25.76 42.23 25.46 38.16 22.78 32.56 30.98 32.54 30.01
PDH[14] 44.13 24.93 35.21 15.11 48.95 26.11 28.04 27.91 29.93 28.87
X-ICE[16] 16.11 9.83 14.45 9.91 17.94 11.34 12.87 14.23 12.56 11.92
DRCSH[34] 21.85 11.11 19.42 12.11 23.56 13.57 14.51 13.98 15.09 18.82
Ours 55.76 30.07 44.15 19.16 60.17 30.25 33.17 31.91 35.11 32.73

Table 6 Comparison of the model testing time with three other typical methods on the Market-1501 dataset.

Method Number of
dimensions Data type

Testing time (ms) Total coding
time (ms)Feature extraction Distance calculation Sorting

BoW + kissme[29] 5600 Float 264.3 139.3 4.9 409.1
IDE[54] 4096 Float 8.3 97.9 3.5 109.7
PDH[14] 2048 Bool 32.8 0.98 0.83 34.61
SSDH[11] 1024 Bool 8.2 0.96 0.81 9.97
SDH[30] 1024 Bool 8.1 0.96 0.81 9.87
X-ICE[16] 1024 Bool 8.2 0.97 0.82 9.99
Ours 1024 Bool 7.67 0.97 0.81 9.45
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each method was derived from three steps, i.e., feature
extraction step, similarity calculation step, and sorting
step. Moerover, the similarity of floating real-value data
was calculated with the distance, whereas the similarity
of bool data was calculated with the Hamming distance.
The following conclusions can be drawn from Table 6.
� In terms of storage efficiency, the bool data have a

great advantage over the floating data. Particulatly, the
proposed ADH is superior as it can have a competitive
re-ID performance but with much shorter hashing codes.
� The feature extraction time of the proposed ADH is

7.67 ms, which is acceptable for practical applications.
� The computation of the Hamming distance is much

faster than that of the Euclidean distance, which further
validates the advantage of the hashing method over real-
value data in terms of efficiency.
� Generally, the sorting time of the Hamming

distance based methods is much less than that of the
Euclidean distance of the float-point feature-based one,
which once again indicates that the hashing method is a
choice for fast search in practice.
� In conclusion, from the viewpoint of efficiency,

the hashing based methods are much better in terms
of storage space and total searching time. Considering
that re-ID tends to progress to large-scale evaluations,
binary representations will become even more important.
Particularly, the proposed ADH obtains considerable
re-ID accuracy, which is largely attributed to the well-
formulated asymmetry term of hashing codes. Moreover,
the performance can be further improved with more
semantic information such as part model[55, 56] or other
more effective feature extractor[57]. Thus, we propose
the asymmetric hashing method as a great balance of
searching efficiency and acceptable accuracy.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we employed an effective deep hashing
model for large-scale re-ID and proposed an ADH
framework. The proposed ADH aims to generate
pairwise similarity-preserving and semantic information-
rich asymmetric hash functions. The two-stream deep
neural networks simultaneously learn discriminative
image representation and generate asymmetric hash
mapping functions. Moreover, the proposed asymmetry
regularizer between the float features and binary
codes reduces the discrepancy between the real-value
network output space and the desired Hamming space,
boosting the final re-ID accuracy by a large margin.
In addition, an efficient alternating optimization

algorithm was devised for the formulated NP-hard
problem. The experiments on four large-scale re-ID
datasets show the effectiveness of the proposed ADH
and its advantage over a wide range of state-of-the-art
methods. Moreover, more complex and effective
network structures can be easily employed as the
backbone of our ADH, indicating promising re-ID
performance boost. To the best of our knowledge, ADH
is the first deep asymmetric hashing based method for
large-scale re-ID. In future studies, we will investigate
more extensions of asymmetric hashing codes,
particularly in terms of efficiency and effectiveness.
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